



    

    
        

        
            

    Slots Capital Online Casino

DEPOSIT $25 and 

GET $100 Bonus!



Redeem: FIRST100FREE

SIGN UP TODAY!

PLAY NOW

This bonus offer is for your first deposit!

Receive a fantastic 300 Spins on Mythic Wolf for your second deposit! 

 Terms and Conditions apply!
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    CHOOSE YOUR CASINO STRATEGY

...and redeem the best fitting Welcome Bonus!






                
                    

                    
                        

	
		
			STRATEGYST like Caesar

		

		
		Enjoy $100 on your 1st deposit of min. $25! Redeem FIRST100FREE 
	
		PLAY NOW!
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			EXPLORER like Johnny

		

		
		Enjoy 277% Bonus on your first deposit! ONLY 30 times rollover, and no max cashout! Redeem SLOTS277!
	
		PLAY NOW!
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			GO BIG like Annie Dawn

		

		
		Get 1000% Bonus on your 1st deposit! Redeem bonus code: SEASONAL!
	
		PLAY NOW
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		Why play at Slots Capital?
	
						
			
Best Online Casino 

The answer is simple; we are the heaven for online casino entertainment!

Slots Capital is an online casino, accessible from your desktop or on the go on your mobile device. Slots Capital offers the highest levels of excitement by bringing you our beautiful online casino games!

[image: visa] BEAUTIFUL GAMES 
With slot games from Rival Gaming, Qora, Dragon Gaming, and many more you have over 300 casino games to enjoy! Here at Slots Capital Casino you will find your heaven of slots, but not only that. Our casino games include video slots, video poker games, table games and specialty games.

[image: visa] EXCLUSIVE BONUSES
At Slots Capital Online Casino you can expect to be spoiled with bonuses. We love to shower our players with high rewards and free bonuses! From daily to weekly bonuses, from free spins to deposit bonuses, here you will find them all. Head over to our promotion section and you will see what's the deal.

[image: visa] 24 HOURS SUPPORT TEAM
You have a question regarding the Slots Capital Casino welcome deposit bonus you want to claim? Our customer support team is happy to recommend you the hottest mobile casino games or to help you with next withdrawal query. Jump into our live chat and hit them up with your question.

[image: visa] FAST AND EASY WITHDRAWALS 
With payment methods like Bitcoin, Credit Card, EcoPayz and many more, we have what you need to transfer money fast! Not only that, with our withdrawal methods, we make sure that your well deserved winnings are reaching you with the glimpse of an eye!

 [image: visa] PLAY ANYWHERE ON YOUR MOBILE DEVICE
The instant play of Slots Capital Online Casino is mobile-friendly, meaning you just need an internet connection to play casino games available on iOS and Android. You should have no problems playing online casino games on your mobile device no matter the size of your screen.

PLAY NOW
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		Banking Made Simple
	
						
			
The easiest ways to deposit and withdraw money

Do you like quick pay-ins and payouts? Search no further! Our Online Banking is as good as our Online Slot Games! Enjoy a high variety of banking methods with us and choose the best option for you! Our payouts are checked by our finance team, to make withdrawals as quick as possible! Payments are secured by the best financial technologies to keep your funds safe. We are as well available for your questions 24 hours 365 days!

Some of the most popular payment methods:

[image: ][image: ][image: ][image: visa] [image: mastercard][image: ecopayz]

Why Slots Capital is a trustable online casino?

Slots Capital goes to great lengths to guarantee that your personal and financial information remains 100% secure and confidential at all times. We employ industry-standard security protocols (including 128 bit, SSL data encryption technology) to ensure that all transactions including deposits and withdrawals are executed in a totally secure manner. All financial transactions carried out at Slots Capital Casino are processed by the most advanced billing platforms available today. These technologies protect you from having your information intercepted by anyone while it is being transmitted between you and Slots Capital casino. And rest assured that under no circumstances will we pass on your details to any third parties.

CHECK OUR BANKING OPTIONS




		
 
	

	




            

        

    

				
				
					
						
							

    YOUR 24/7 SUPPORT

	[image: chat]	
CHAT WITH US

In case you need some support never hesitate to contact us!

LIVE CHAT
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WRITE US

Feel free to drop us an email any time!

[email protected]
	[image: call]	
CALL US

Currently, we are only available via Chat and Email
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